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VibKeyboard could accurately determine the location of a keystroke
on extended surface areas leveraging a single vibration sensor. Unlike capacitive sensing, it does not require conductive materials and
compared to audio sensing it is more robust to acoustic noise. In
VibKeyboard, the received vibration signals are determined by the
location of the touch impact. This allows location discrimination of
touches precise enough to enable emerging applications such as virtual keyboards on ubiquitous surfaces for mobile devices. VibKeyboard seeks to extract unique features in frequency domain embedded in the vibration signal attenuation and interference and perform
fine grained localization. Our experimental results demonstrate that
VibKeyboard could accurately recognize keystrokes from close-by
keys on a nearby virtual keyboard.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: The VibKeyboard platform prototype.

As the form factor of our mobile and wearable devices shrinks,
there exists an increasing need to support interaction beyond the
confines of the device itself. Particularly small touchscreens and
interfaces can render complex input cumbersome. In order to tackle
this constraint, we present VibKeyboard which uses physical vibration to enable typing on any surface such as a table to interact with
mobile devices.
Vibration effects caused by diverse signal attenuation and interference have high potential to discriminate the propagation conditions in a fine-grained manner. Such effects can be utilized to support a broad array of application domains such as virtual keyboards,
which are currently limited by complex hardware requirements and
environmental noises.
Existing approaches either use acoustic signals [6,7] or laser projections [4] to construct virtual keyboards. Compared to acousticbased approaches, vibration-based sensing is more robust to various environmental sounds. And the approach only requires a single low-cost vibration receiver, making it scalable comparing to the
laser projection based solution.
When users touch a surface, each touch generates vibration signals with different frequencies. The vibration signals spread out in
the medium and experience various attenuation and interference re-

sulted from different surface materials and multiple paths dominated by the location of the touch on the surface. The diverse vibration
signals could be exploited to discriminate the fine-grained location
of each touch on the surface via fingerprint-based approaches. In
this work, we build an ubiquitous keyboard leveraging a low-cost
vibration sensor for mobile devices as shown in Figure 1.

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

Particularly, VibKeyboard takes as input time-series amplitude
measurements of vibration signals from a vibration receiver. After receiving the vibration signals, the system performs Vibration
Detection & Segmentation to detect and obtain the useful segment
of the received vibration signals. Next, the system utilizes the Vibration Feature Extraction to extract the unique vibration feature
(e.g., power spectrum density) from the segmented signals in the
frequency domain.
Next, the extracted vibration features are used by two phases in
VibKeyboard: profiling and identification. In the profiling phase,
the extracted features are labeled with corresponding ground truth,
and saved to build an object profile. In the identification phase,
the collected vibration samples are used to extract vibration features, which serve as inputs to a vibration classifier via SVM. The
classifier compares the extracted features with the signatures in the
preconstructed profile to identify the target object and determine its
location.
Vibration Detection & Segmentation. After receiving vibration
signals, VibKeyboard utilizes an energy-based approach to detect
and determine the segment of useful vibration signals. In particular,
it calculates the short time energy levels of the received vibration
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sensors shown in Table 1: Geophone sensors and capacitive MEMS
accelerometers, the piezoelectric sensor has the largest frequency
response range and the lowest cost. Moreover, the sensor is so small
(i.e., 0.48 square inches in area) that can be easily attached to any
solid surface and integrated with a smartphone for sensing vibration
signals.
With a mobile device, we could use its internal audio component
(i.e., microphone ADC) to convert the analog signals obtained from
the piezoelectric sensor to the digital signals. Additionally, we use
an operational amplifier TLC272 [3] to increase both positive and
negative voltage analog signals with a single power supply. Upon the available sampling rates in the microphone ADC of most
commercial mobile devices, the designed mobile hardware platform samples the piezoelectric sensor readings at 48kHz.

Table 1: Comparison of vibration receiving sensors: geophone,
accelerometer and piezoelectric sensors.
Geophone [2]
Accel. [1]
Piezoelectric

Sampling rate
(Analog output)
0.1Hz∼3.2kHz
(Analog output)

Max. vibration freq.
0.4 kHz
1.6 kHz
> 20 kHz

Cost
∼$50.00
∼$4.00
∼$1.00

signals by accumulating the square of their amplitudes in a sliding
time window. We then use a threshold-based approach to detect the
segment of useful vibration signals.
Vibration Feature Extraction. VibKeyboard utilizes the power spectral density (PSD) of the received vibration signals as the
basis for feature extraction to perform localizing keystrokes. The
PSD reflects the power distribution of the sensed vibration signals
at each specific frequency, which can well capture the attenuation
and interference effects influenced by vibration source, propagation
medium, and objects contacting the medium surface. The PSD of a
received vibration signal ri can be estimated by:
P SDi = 10 log10

(abs(F F T (ri )))2
,
fs × n

4.

We need a table (a normal office table is enough) to hold several
mobile phones with developed sensor boards, and our piezoelectric sensors need to be attached on the table by using double-sided
tapes. A virtual keyboard printed on a paper is also needed to be
placed on the table to guide users’ typing.

(1)

where n is the number of samples of the received signal ri , fs is the
sampling rate, and F F T (·) is the fast Fourier transform operation.
Vibration Classification. During the profiling phase, VibKeyboard constructs a set of keystrokes profiles with the vibration features (i.e., PSD) by labeling vibration signals collected from different keystrokes. In the later identification phase, when there is
a vibration signal detected and segmented, VibKeyboard needs to
extract the vibration feature from the segmented signal and classify
the feature by matching it to the existing keystroke profiles. Specifically, a vibration classifier is built based on the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) using LIBSVM [5] and the linear kernel function.

3.

DEMONSTRATION SETUP

5.
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HARDWARE PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION

In order to achieve fine-grained localization using physical vibration, our system needs to be capable of sensing the vibration signals
in a wide frequency range to fully cover the frequency information of the vibration signals caused by keystrokes. Additionally, we
need to design a platform that can be easily connected to mobile devices to facilitate mobile vibration-based sensing applications such
as virtual keyboard.
Toward this goal, we design and implement a low-cost vibration
receiver as shown in Figure 1, which consists of a vibration sensor
and a low-power consumption amplifier. It can be easily connected
to mobile devices via 3.5mm audio jack. We devise a low-cost
passive vibration sensor, piezoelectric sensor, to collect vibration
signals. Compared to other types of popular commercial vibration
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